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December 7, 1995

MEMO TO:

Members of Council on Court Procedures

FROM:

J. Michael Alexander

RE:

Mike Williams' letter of November, 1993
Perpetuation Depositions

This matter has been pending for quite some time. As you may
remember, Mike Williams wrote the Council indicating that he had
encountered a situation in which the trial court had felt
unauthorized to allow a perpetuation deposition during the midst of
trial.
Mr. Williams' expert had testified in his case in chief,
and then had to return to Baltimore. After the Defendant's case,
Mr. Williams wanted to recall the physician in rebuttal.
The
physician was unavailable and Mr. Williams sought to either allow
him to testify by phone, or to take a perpetuation deposition. The
court allowed the deposition to be taken, although never ruled on
whether it would be admissible.
The case settled, and the issue
was never resolved. Mr. Williams wrote asking if some rule in the
ORCP could address this situation by granting the trial court the
discretion to allow such procedure.
I am enclosing a copy of Mr.
Williams' original letter, and a copy of the brief motion that he
submitted to the court.
I examined the case of Pope v. Benefit Trust Life Insurance
Co., 261 Or 397, 494 P2d 420 (1972). I am attaching a copy of this
case.
Quite frankly, I am at a bit of a loss to understand how
that case would be necessarily controlling.
Mr. Williams also
referenced ORCP 39 and the 1993 statute relating to telephone
depositions, ORS 45.400.
(A copy of is attached)
ORCP 39(i)(4)
requires that "Any perpetuation deposition shall be taken not less
than 7 days before the trial or hearing, on not less than 14 days
notice, unless the court in which the action is pending allows a
shorter period upon a showing of good cause." ORS 45.400 similarly
speaks in terms of pretrial motions, and also applies only to
trials to the court.
Both the statute and the rule seem to
contemplate that perpetuation depositions, or telephonic testimony,
is only available if appropriate pretrial motions are made.
The
procedural issue thus seems to be whether there should be a method
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by which. the trial court could entertain amotion for telephone
testimony, or a perpetuation deposition, after trial has commenced.
without getting into any substantive issues of the right to jury
trial, the right of the jury to view the demeanor of a witness
during the course of his testimony, or any other substantive
evidentiary questions, it would seem that a procedure at least
allowing the court the opportunity to permit a perpetuation
deposition is not unreasonable, and could be provided under the
rules.
I would suggest that a simple amendment to ORCP 39 (i) (4)
would accomplish this goal. I would suggest the following change:
"Any perpetuation deposition shall be taken not less than
7 days before the trial or hearing, on not less than 14
days notice. However, the court in which the action is
pending may allow a shorter period for a pretrial
deposition, or may allow a perpetuation deposition during
trial, upon a showing of good cause."
We might even add that in determining good cause, the court
may consider the factors contained in DRS 45.400(3-6).
Allowing telephonic testimony in a jury trial would appear to
involve amended DRS 45.400, which is beyond our scope.
I'm not
sure if another portion of the rules could cover this situation.
Sincerely,
BURT, SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER, McCANN, & SMITH, P.C.

tS! J. Michael Alexander
J. Michael Alexander
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November 24, 1993

Mr. John Hart, Chair
Oregon Council on Court Procedures
Hoffman Hart &_wagner
#1200 KOIN Center
222 SW Columbia
Portland, OR 97201

Mr. William Gaylord
1400 SW Montgomery street
Portland, OR 97201
Mr. Michael Alexander, Member
Oregon Council on Court Procedures
Burt, Swanson, Lathen
Alexander & McCann, P.C.
Suite 1000
388 State Street
Salem, OR 97301
Re:

Telephone Testimony of witnesses During Trial

Dear John, Bill and Mic:
perhaps more than any other members of the Council, the
three of you will appreciate the importance of the issue raised
by this letter. Bob Keating and I recently tried a medical
malpractice case against each other in Judge steve Tiktin's
courtroom in Bend. The case settled after five days of trial,
just betiorethe jUdge was to rule on the issue I raise in this
letter. I know that Judge Tiktin would be willing to give you.
his views, if the Council decides to pursue this matter.
-The, issue was this: I on behalf of the plaintiff, and Bob
'-Keating, on behalf of the defendant doctor, each presented one of
the two leading experts in the world on the disease at issue,
primary pulmonary hypertension. My expert, Dr. Lewis Rubin from
the University of Maryland,' flew to Bend from Baltimore on
Wednesday, November 3, traveling approximately eight hours with a
brief stopover in Indianapolis, change of planes in San
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Francisco, and a late arrival without his garment bag in Bend.
Then he had to hang around all day on Thursday while we picked
the jury and made opening statements. He finally got to testify
live before the jury for approximately two hours beginning at
3:30 p.m. He was, I think Bob will admit, extremely impressive
and knowledgeable. Immediately after his testimony, we raced him
to the Redmond airport so that he could catch a plane back to
Portland, where stayed overnight in a hotel, because he had to
fly out early the next morning for Atlanta where he was
presenting three papers at the annual meeting of the American
Heart Association.
On the fourth day of trial, on Wednesday, November 10, Bob
Keating called his counter-expert, the co-author with Dr. Rubin
of the main reference work on primary pUlmonary hypertension,
another very impressive and knowledgeable expert doctor from the
University of Illinois, Dr. stuart Rich. Although he and Dr.
Rubin agreed on most points, Dr. Rich raised two points which
were not covered in Dr. Rubin's testimony, either on direct or
cross, and to which I felt I had to have Dr. Rubin respond to in
order get a fair result in the case.
To give you the import of the matter, my client, who was
sitting beside me, was expected to die within 3 - 12 months by
all the experts who testified, unless she had a lung transplant.
The main issue of causation was whether or not she would have
responded to drug therapy if the defendant doctor had read an xray report seven years earlier that diagnosed her disease. Her
disease went undiagnosed for seven years, during which time she
worsened considerably. She was an extremely attractive plaintiff
from a long-time and well respected family in the Bend area,
going up against a local doctor who was also very well respected.
It was clearly an important case.
The trial was going to conclude on Friday morning.
Thursday, November 11 was a court holiday. I phoned Dr. Rubin,
and learned there was no way I could get him to come back out
live to testify on F~iday. He had patients flying in from all
over the wor1d to Baltimore, and other commitments, and so forth.
He was willing and able to testify either live by telephone over
a speaker in the courtroom on Friday ·morning (the courtroom was
so equipped), or by perpetuation deposition on Thursday. Bob
··Keating objected to either approach, and Judge Tiktin initially
ruled that he had no discretion to permit live testimony during
trial over such an objection, under the case of Pope v. Benefit
Trust Life, 494 P2d 420 (1972) (enclosed) and under the 1993
statute allowing telephone testimony in trials by the court
without a jury.
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I argued that that case did not apply to this situation,
that we should be able to at least take a perpetuation deposition
for rebuttal under ORep 391, and that Keating had waived his
objection to such testimony by telephone in rebuttal because I
had mentioned it off the record in front of the jUdge a couple of
days earlier and Keating had not objected.
The jUdge did order Bob to attend a telephone deposition of
the proffered rebuttal testimony on Thursday morning, which was
done. The case settled that afternoon, so the jUdge never got to
rule as to whether I could read the testimony to the jury, or
play the aUdiotape.
We prepared a short brief on this issue, which we were going
to submit to the judge on Friday morning, a copy of which is also
enclosed.
During the perpetuation telephone deposition, I elicited
testimony from Dr. Rubin about the difficulty, in fact,
impossibility, of getting him to come back out for live rebuttal
testimony. A copy of the rebuttal deposition is also enclosed.
I think in this situation a party should have the. absolute
right to have the witness testify either live by telephone in the
courtroom, or by telephonic deposition. The jury has already
seen the demeanor of the witness and sized him up. The expense
and time involved in getting such an important expert witness to
return for 20 minutes of testimony to a remote part of the
country is outrageously high, and in many cases, such as in my
own, a worthy claimant simply cannot do it.
The broader issue of when telephonic testimony should be
allowed other than in rebuttal situations where the witness has
already appeared, is more complex, but I think in the case of an
expert witness Who has already appeared live before the jury,
such rebuttal testimony by telephone should be permitted as a
matter of right.
I aJlI certain that any federal jUdge would have permitted·
such testimony, and Judge Tiktin would have permitted it if he
believed he had authority to do so.
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Don't you agree that this is something that Council on Court
Procedures should take up?

Yours truly,
WILLIAMS & TROUTWINE, P.C.

Michael L. Williams
MLW/co
....."""""\eocp.<02
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGON

11

FOR THE COUNTY OF DESCHUTES

12

CHERI NICHOLS,

)

)
13

Plaintiff,

)
14
15

ve,

WILLIAM R. LEE, M.D.,

16

Defendant.

Case No. 93CV0147ST

)

PLAINTIFF'S MOTIONS

)
)
)
)
)

17

•

MOTIONS
18
Plaintiff moves the court for an order permitting the

19
reading of the perpetuation deposition of Dr. Rubin in rebuttal

20
to Dr. Rich.

In the alternative, plaintiff moves to strike the

21
testimony that was beyond the scope of cross examination and to
22

instruct the jury to ignore the testimony.

23
24
25

- -

26
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WllUAMS &. TROUTWINE.

Attorneys at law
Suite 1900
1001 Southwest FIfth
Portland. Oregon 97204
Telepllone (5031295-2.924

e.c.

POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

1

2

1.

Facts.
Dr. Rich testified about plaintiff's vomiting after being

3

4

given very high doses of nifedipine in 1992.

He gave this

5

testimony on redirect over the objection that it was beyond the

6

scope of cross examination.

7

discussion of vomiting that plaintiff could not have tolerated

8

the drug in 1985.

9

needs to be rebutted.

The jury might infer from this

This testimony could decide the case, and
The entire effort of plaintiff in this

10

litigation, and her future turns on the decision on whether to

11

allow plaintiff an opportunity to rebut Dr. Rich's improper and

12

misleading testimony.

13

14

2.

Primary goal: just, speedy and inexpensive
determination of every action.

15
The rules of civil procedure "shall be construed to secure
16
the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action."
17

•

ORCP 1B (Emphasis added)
18
The role of the court is further defined on OEC 611 which
19

states, in part:
20

21
22
23
24
25

The court shall exercise reasonable control
over the mode and order of interrogating
witnesses and presenting evidence so as to
make the· interrogation and presentation
effective for the ascertainment of truth,
avoid needless consumption of time and
protect the witnesses from undue
embarrassment.
The comment continues:

- -
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AttOfneys at l3W
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Telephone tS03) 295-2924

1

. The ultimate responsibility for the
effective working of the adversary system
rests with the trial jUdge.

2
3

Emphasis added.

4

5

The court has discretion to allow Dr. Rubin to testify
(again) perpetuation deposition.

6

ORCP 391 authorizes perpetuation depositions.

3.

When the

7

depositions may be taken as a matter of right is set forth in 391

8

(4), which states:

9
10
11

Any perpetuation deposition shall.be taken
not less than seven days before the trial or
hearing on not less than 14 days' notice,
unless the court in which the action is
pending allows a shorter period upon a
showing of good cause.

12
The court fully understands that good cause exists in this case.
13
The issue raised by the defense is whether it is' proper to allow
14
a perpetuation deposition after the trial has commenced.
15
The plain language of the rule permits a deposition at a
16

time other than more than "seven days before the trial."
17

We found no Oregon case law amplifying the plain language,

•

18

but the prime directive in ORCP 1 reguiresthe court to construe
19
the rule in a manner to effect a "just, speedy and inexpensive
20

determination" of the action.
21

Other jurisdictions have recognized that a court has
22
discretion to permit depositions during trial.
23

In Knox v. Anderson, 21 FRD 97

(D. Hawaii, 1957), a party

24

sought a perpetuation deposition during a lengthy trial recess.
25

-

26
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WILlIAMS &: TROUTWINE. Pc.
Attomeys at law
Suite 1900
1001 Southwest Fifth
Portland, Oregon 97204

Telephone \5031 295·2924

1

The court held:
. I am satisfied that a deposition may be
taken during a trial not as of right but
within the 'discretion of the Court.

2
3

4

5

21 FRD at 99.
In Wieneke v. Chalmers, 73 NM 8, 385 P2d 65 (1963) the court

6

allowed a discovery deposition after the commencement of trial.

7

On appeal, the New Mexico Supreme Court found "no merit" in the

8

argument that the court abused its discretion in interrupting the

9

trial so as to permit appellee to take appellant's deposition.

10
11

12
13

14

It stated:
[The Rule] in no way limits the taking of
depositions to any period prior to
commencement of trial.
The rule should be
construed so as "to secure the just, speedy
and inexpensive determination of every
action," and if in the sound discretion of
the trial judge a trial should be continued
so as to permit additional discovery.

15
385 P2d at 68.
16
17

•
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19
20
21

22
23
24

25
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1

4.

2

Conclusion
Pursuant to ORCP 31 and ORCP 1, the court should permit the

3

rebuttal testimony of Dr. Rubin to be offered through a

4

perpetuation deposition.'

S

6

Date:

November 23, 1993

WILLIAMS & TROUTWINE, P.C.

7
8
Jeffrey S. Merrick OSB # 84298
Attorneys for Plaintiff

9

10
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13
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19

20
21
22
23
24
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By making this motion, plaintiff does not waive her
right to appeal in the court's rUling on 1993 Or Laws ch. 425.
That statute gives a right to telephone testimony under certain
circumstances in nonjury trials.
It does not address the court's
authority to make reasonable and appropriate rulings in4ur~
cases.
Page S - PLAINTIFF'S MOTIONS
WILUAMS & TROUTWINE,

Atlorneys at law
Suite 1900

. 1001 Southwest fifth
Portland. Oregon 97204
Telephone (503J 295·2924

e.c.

Argued January 28, affirmed March 9,1972
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Rrspondcnt, v. BEN'EFI'l'THl!ST LT1"J';
l:\Sl'HA~CE (,O:\IPA~Y, Ap!,dll/I/I.
494 P2d 420

Action under group accident and health policy issued by defendant to ruilroad for monthly disability benefits fur injured
employee. wherein defendant contended that amputation ot cuiplovcc's fingers which were frostbitten during peri cd of oxtrorne
cold \.. - catber was not result of accidental cause within policy. The
Circuit Court, Multnomah County, James M. Burris. J., entered
judgment for plaintiff and defendant appealed. The Supreme
Court. Tongue, J., held that where railroad employee had
ordinarily been able to have some heat while clearing switches of
ice and snow and foreman ordinarily came by in middle of !::hift
and, if wcntber was bad enough, took employee to shriek where
he could get warm, but at time employee's fingers wac Irostbitten, foreman was on vacation and employee had no WBy to
warm his hands except by putting them next to hill body, employoc's Injuries arose from "accidental cause" within group accident and health policy providing benefits for disability rcsuktlng
from such,
Affirm('d.
O'Connell, C. J., specially concurred in opinion in which Holman, J., concurred.

',';'

.
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"
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"

Insurance-c-Bmptose's injuries e rns e from "accidental cause"
some heat while clearing switches of ice and snow' and foreman
ordinarily came by in middle of shift and, if weather was bad
enough, took employee to shack where he could get warm, but at
time employee's fingers were frostbitten, requiring amputation,
during period of extreme cold weather, foreman was on vacation
and employee had no way to wann his hands except by putting
them next to his body, employee's injuries arose from "accidental
cause" within group accident and health policy providing benefits
for dlsablltty resulting from such.

Evidence-Not barred from recovery by judicial admissions
3. In action on 'group health and, accident policy by plaintiff
whose fingers had been amputated as result of being frostbitten

-:....
:

'"~";f~~\if"~~~i;!",~~i(~:,~·t•. "
..

"'

>. '

within group poUcy

1. Where raflroad employee had ordinarily been able to have

Evldence-c-Dellberate testimony held as judiclal admission
2. When a party to action or suit stipulates or tcsuncs deliberately to concrete fact, not as matter of opinion, estimate. appearance, inference, or uncertain memory. but as a considered
circumstance of case, his adversary is entitled to hold him to it
as a judicial admission.

.'

.~"

'
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while working, plaintiff was not barred from recovery because of
claimed "judicial admissions" made in deposition to effect that
conditions at time of frostbite were not different fr0:11 wha; he
had expected to find and that nothing unusual or unexpected had
occurred willIe he was working, where triul judgo..: could r.avo
Iound that clulmnnt understood that "conditicns" rofct-rcd to
weather conditions, not to unexpected absence of axe for l'u::ing
ties for fire, warming shack and car with heater.
Evidence-Admission does not preclude recovery of disability
benefit
4. Fact that railroad employee seeking monthly disability benefits under defendant's group accident and health policy for amputaticn of fingers which had been frostbitten admitted that he had
had access to telephone and could have called for assistance" did
not preclude recovery, where it appeared that he may have understood that. telephone was only to be used in event of emergency
and he may not have realized that his hands were being frozen
until too late.

See liability under accident policy for injury from freezing or
exposure to cold.
44 Am Jur 2d, Insurance § 1342.
4 ALR3d 1177.
CJS, Insurance § 753.

IN BANe
Appeal from Cireuit Court, Multnomah County.
JAMES M. BURNS, Judge.
Frank If. Laqescn, Portland, argued the cause for
appellant. With him on the briefs were Maguire, Kester & Cosgrave and Walter J. Cosgrave, Portland.
Keith Burns, Portland, argued the cause for respondcnt, With him on the brief was Jane Edwards,
Portland.
AFFIRMED.
TONGUE, J.
This is an action to recover monthly disability
benefits under a group accident and health insurance
policy issued by defendant to the Union Pacific Rail-

v ,

I

M.r. '72]

3DD

PorE v. BENEFfT 'TRUST LIFE INS. Co.
CIte as 261 Or. 397

road Employees Hospital Association to provide such
benefits to Union Pacific employees for disahi\ity "as
the result of bodily injury arising from :lr·,·j.l'·1\,tal
cause." Dcf'endnnt

apPt!al~

from a judumon t awarding
a trial l uIoro the

such recovery to plaintiff, after
court, without a jury.

I
I

"

Plaintiff's fingers were fr os t bit ten, rcqumng
amputation, as the result of exposure to cold while
employed by the Union Pacific Railroad to keep
switches clear of ice and snow during a period of extreme cold weather on December 30 and 31, 1!)(is,
Defendant contends that the words "accidental
cause" mean the same as "accidental means" and that
this conrt.Is committed to the distinction between
liability under such insurance policies for injuries by
"accidental means" and non-liability for injuries which
are the unexpected results "of the doing by the plaintiff of intentional acts in which no mischance, slip or
mishap occurred," quoting from Chalfant v. Arens
et al, 167 Or 649, 656, 120 P2d 219 (1941), and also
citing Finley v. Prudential Ins. Co., 236 Or 235, 246,
388 P2d 21 (1963). Thus, defendant contends that
plaintiff's "exposure was not due to any mishap, slip,
mischance or unexpected or unintended evont' and
that his injury "developed as a result of his int-n.lod
and knowing expos nrc to the extreme cold and not by
reason of 'accidental cause'," with the result that thoro
is no right of recovery under the policy.
The distinction between injury by "accidental
means" an (1 "accidental results from intend ..,1 nW;)1\'."
although recognized by this court in Chalfant v. A I'm"
et al, sllpra, and in Finley v. Prudeniiat In». 00"
supra, has been the subject of increasing criticism in

;"C.,.:,,_

.
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recent ycars.<D The rationale of those decisions which

reject such a distinction is, in essence, that the term
"acci.k-ntal moans' must be given tho meaning which
the ordinary purchaser of a policy of in suraneo places
upon that term when he buys a policy® (i.o., the reasonable ('xjH,e(ation and purpose of the ordinary purchaser of such a policy),® "with the help of the established rule that arnbiguitlcs and uncertainties are to
be resolved against the cornpany.t'w and that "the proposed. distinction will not survive the application of
that test."® Such a rationale is not inconsistent with
<DAccordlng to Richards on Insurance 734, ~ 216 (5th ed 1952):
"This attempted distinction between 'accidental means' and
'accidental injury or death: as a rationale for a decision in
a given case. has not been followed by a majority of the
courts today. Ever since Justice Cardozo's dissent in the
Landress case (291 US 491, 78 Led 934, 54 S Ct 461), bench
and bar have demonstrated their distrusts for such Iogomachy."
At the least, an lncroastng number of jurisdictions have now rejected or repudiated that distinction. See 10 Couch on Insurance
2d 53, § 41.30 and cases cited therein. See also Vance on Insurance, 949, § 181 (3d ed 1951), and Annol., 166 ALR 469 (1947).
<D Cr. Finley v, Prudential Ins. Co., 236 Or 235, 245, 388 P2d
21 (1963).

See 166 ALR, supra note 1, at 475.
@See dissent by Cardozo, J., in Landress v. Phoenix Mut. L.
Ins. co., 291 US 491, 499, 78 L ed 934, 938, 54 S c. 461, 464 (1934).
@ Idem. As further stated by Cardozo. J.:
"When a man has died in such a way that his death is
spoken of as an accident, he has died because of an accident,
and hence by accidental means."
@

A mong other recent cases to the same effect, see Beckman v,
TravcJlcrs Insurance Company, 424 Pa 107,225 A2d 532 (1907),
and Knight v. Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 103 Ariz
100,437 P2d 416 (1968).
It is also contended that it the insurance company wishes that
the terms "accident" and "accldcntul means" shall have dtrrorcnt
meanings the contract of. insurance 'should give warning of that
distinction and should expressly exclude specific types of noncovered risks. See 166 ALR, supra note 1. at 476 and 478.

',.-;

. ~' . ':
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I

the approach taken by this court in. recent decisions
involving the interpretation of insurance policios.v
Under the facts of this particular case, how-vcr,
it is not necessary for this court to re-examine this
distinction. This is because we find, after rca.lintr the
entire record in this case, that there was sUll'i<"\'llt evidcnce to support thc decision of the trial court that
plaintiff's injury resulted from an "accidental cause"
because, under the particular facts of this case, it
cannot properly. be said that the injury to plaintiff's
hands "occurred by reason of the doing by the plaintiff of intentional acts in which no mischance, slip or
mishap oceurred"-to apply the test .eontended for by
the defendant in this case. CD
1. Plaintiff was 64 years of age, with an eighth
grade education. lIe had been employed by the Union
Pacific for 19 years in "maintenance of way," including the keeping of switches in repair and operation.
During previous winters he had also been assigned to
keep switches clear of ice and snow.
Ordinarily, however, he would be taken to his. work
by rail on a "Sunshine motor car," after picking up
(j) Salisbury v.. John Hancock Mut. Life, 259 Or 453, 486 P2d
1279 (1971). See also Gowans v, N.W. Pac. Indemnity Co., 93 Adv
Sh 730, 731, - Or -,489 P2d 947 (1971); Hardware Mut. Cos. v.
Farmers Ins., 256 Or 599, 609, 474 P2d 316 (1970); Jarrard v. Continental Casualty, 250 Or 119, 126, 440 P2d 858 (1968); and Ramee,
Inc. v, Pac. Ins., 249 Or 666, 674,439 P2d 1002 (1968). In ;;ddition.
see Finley v, Prudential Ins. ce., 236 Or 235, 249, 388 Ptd 21
(1963), quoting with seeming approval from N.\V. Cr.mnu rcjal
Travellers Association v, The London Guarantee and Accide-nt Co ..
10 Manitoba Reports 537.
CD Under that test, as stated in Chalfant v. Arens ct al. 107 Or
649, 120 P2d 219 (1941). at 657, an injury or death dot';' :~"t result from "accidental means" where Han unusual or unexpected
result occurs by reason of the doing by the insured or an intentional act, where no mischance, slip, or mishap Occurs in doing
the act itself· • .."

. ". .

. \'

tools at "Russell Street." These tools included an
aX0, among other tools, ..\S a result, he was "ordinarily
able to have some heat on the job" during per io.Is of
extreme cold weather by "cutting old tics and burning
them. "

In addition, the practice was that the foreman
would come by in the middle of the shift and "if the
weather is bad enough, they take you to the shack

[nearly two miles away] where you can get warm."
'I'here was also evidence that on some occasions
the men would drive directly to the joh site, rather
than to "Russell Street," and that on such oecaslons
. "the first man" picked up the tools and "carried them
down in hiK cur." 'I'hcre wns also ovidonce thut on
such occasions more than one employee would be assigned to such work and that one of them would hring
his car to the area where the men might sit to eat lunch,
with a car heater to get warm.
On Decem ber 30, 1968, however, none of these
things occurred. Plaintiff was on vacation at that time
and was called by his foreman to go to work. The
foreman told him to dress warmly and he knew from
the radio that "the temperature was going to be down
to six above zero." Accordingly, he put on "lots of
clothes," including rubber gloves with an inner lining.
He had "worked that junction" (St. Johns junction)
many times before. On this occasion, however, he was
told h~' hiH f'oroman to go diroctlv to 1-'t.. J ohns junetion, rather than to go to "Russell S(n,nt" to pick up
tools (including an axe) and to he transported to the
junction 011 the "Sunshine motor car." l.'laintif'f intended to take his car (which he could have used to eat
his lunch and get warm), but when he tried to get it
"out" he was unable to do so, so arranged with a friend
to drive him to work.

·10:\
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When he arrived at the junction on Ducember
;)0, l!)(;S, however,

•

tll('l'(~ was no a\l~

(l)J

tl\l'

joh and

the only tools there were a brooiu and a ~h[)\"('l. In
addition, the only other man on the job then lof't, with
his car. A~ a result, plaintiff was left to work alone.
Plaintiff's duties on that day were to keep four
switches in a "two-block area" clear of snow and ice
and he worked eight hours in doing so, from 4 a 'clock
p.m. until midnight. During that period "the wind was
howling and it continued snowing." The temperature
was between eight and 14 degrees above zero. 'I'he wind
averaged 23 miles pcr hour, with gusts up to :10 miles
per hour, and it snowed five inehes that day.
'I'here were some "old ties" available for the purpose of building a fire to keep warm, but he was unable to build such a fire because he had no axe with
which to cut the ties to start such a fire, although he
had expected to find an axe among the tools when he
arrived. Plaintiff tried to start a fire with some
fusees given to him by the crew of a passing train, hnt
was unable to do so.
That night the foreman did not come by and
take him to the "shack" at the Albina yard to get warm,
as he usually did when "the weather was bad enough,"
as it was that night. As previously stated, since plaintiff had been unable to start his car and was working
alone, he haft no car to get into to got warm with a car
heater,
Having no fire and no "shack" or car to got into,
plaintiff also had no place to eat his lunch, for such
warmth and energy as it might provide. As a result,
he was exposed to the wind, snow and cold for the
entire eight hours, working with a hroom and shovel to
keep the switches clear of ice and snow. Dnring that
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time, his hands became cold and he had no way to
warm them oxccj.t 1>)' ]illlling them next to his bod)'.
When plaintiff ur rlved home at 12:30 a.m, his
hands were cold an.I he f'olt a "kind of sting a little hit
on the ends." lIe put them into cold water and rubbed
them until the)' "seemed to act normal" and he went to
bed "around two o'clock." His hands were still cold,
however, and he "couldn't get [them] warm."
At 5 :15 a.m. plaintiff got up to go back to work.
At 7:30 a.m. on December 31, 1968, his friend drove
him back to work. Two other men were also assigned
to work with him for most of that day. They also had
axes that day and were able to start small fires,
which gave "not very much" heat and kept going out.
They had their ears, however, so that they were able
to eat their lunches in the cars.
As a result, plaintiff was able to warm his hands
with the cur heater. During that day, however, his
hands began "to sting on the ends" again. They also
"swelled up" several times and "turned kind of grayish-like."
He did not work the next day. 'I'he following
day he went to a doctor, who sent him to a hospital,
whore his fingers were amputated.
Jl:lH"d upon this evidence the trial court "oneluded that plaintiff's injuries "arose from accidental
cause within the meaning of his contract of insurance
with defendant." We agree.
This is not a case of an unexpected result
which "occurred by reason of the doing by the plaintiff
of intentional acts in which no mischance, slip or mishap occurred," as in Chalfant v. Arens et al, supra.
On the contrary, the absence of the expected axe with
which a warming fire could have been made, the
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failure of the foreman to take plaintiff to :> warming
shack as was usually done in bad wcathcr, and the
absence of a car with a heater for lunch wo ro all unexpected "mischances" or "slips," if not "mishaps."
'I'hey were also "unexpected" and "unintended events"
which contributed as concurring causes to the freezing
of plaintiff's hands.
A.s a result, it is our opimon that under the
facts of this case the trial court was correct in holding
that plaintiff's injury was a "bodily injury arising
from accidental canse."<i> After all, in Fillley v. Prudential Ins. Co., supra, in which this court recognized
the distinction between "accidental means" an'I "accidental results from intended means," we nevertheless
held (at p 245) that:
". • • It is our duty to place upon the word
'accident' its common meaning-the meaning which
a purchaser of a policy of accident insu ranee places
upon that word when he buys a policy."

,

,'"

,

Defendant also contends that plaintiff is harrod
from recovery because of what are claimed to he
"judicial admissions" made on deposition, as f'ollows:
"Q. Were the conditions ont there in any way
different from what you expected to find 1
"A. No.
"Q. While you were working, did anything unusual or unexpeeted occur out there!
"A. No."
This is not a case such as Morey, Administrator v.
Redifer et al, 204 Or 194, 264 P2d 418, 282 P2d 1062
(1955), as relied upon by defendant.
@For somewhat similar cases involving liability under accident insurance policies for exposure to cold, see Annot., 4
ALR3d 1178 (1965).
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2. The rule' as stated in that case (at p 214) is as
follows:
". • • 'When a party to an action or suit stipulates or testifies deliberately to a concrete fact. not
as a matter of opinion, estimate, appearance. inference, or uncertain memory, but as a considered
circumstance of the case, his adversary is entitled
to hold him to it as a judicial admission. If no mistake is claimed or shown, the party so stipulating
or testifying to a concrete fact cannot have the
benefit of other evidence tending to falsify it."
In this case, the trial judge could have properly found that plaintiff, who was 64 years of age,
with an eighth grade education, understood from the
question that the reference to "conditions" had reference to weather conditions, not to the unexpected absence of the axe, warming "shack" and ear with
heater. This is supported by the fact that when first
asked if "conditions" were different from what he expected to find, plaintiff answered, "I thought maybe
it would cease."
Similarly, the trial judge could have reasonably found that when asked: "Did anything unusual
or unexpected occur out there t" plaintiff understood
the question to refer to affirmative OCCUHences, rather
than to the unexpected absence of the axe, warm ing
"shack" or car with heater, which were not "occurrences" in that sense.
3. Accordingly, the trial judge could have prop·
erly found that these answers hy plaintiff to those
questions on deposition did not constitute "deliberute
testimony to a concrete fact" as a "considered circum
stance of the case," and without mistake or misundor.
standing, within the meaning of Morey, Administratol
v. Redifer, supra. Indeed, the record on appeal doe,
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not reveal whether or not at the time of trial dl'1'''11<lnnt
c1n.imrd those answers to, be bin.linu as jlldil'ial admissious, so as to call upon plaintiff to cluuu mistake
Of 1IIi~1ll\(11.~l'Htalldingat

that time.

4. Finally, ,kl'"ndnnt contends that plainti,'r .ulmittcd that he had access to a telephone and could
have called for assistance. From his testimony, however, the trial judge could have properly fonnd that it
was plaintiff's understanding that the telephone was
only to be used in the event of an emergency and, in
addition, that he did not realize that his hands were
being frozen until too late.
For all of these reasons, we affirm the judgment
of the trial court.
O'CONNELL, C. J., Specially Concurring.
I reach the same result as the majority but by
different reasoning.
The majority opinion, following the previously
adopted distinction between accidental means (canse)
and accidental result (effect), finds that the means
producing the injury were accidental.
Assuming that the distinction provides a workable basis for classifying those injuries which arc covered under accident insurance policies and those that
are not, I do not think that we have anv hasi» for
deciding whether the events leading up to the injury in
this case were "accidental."
The majority arrives at its conclusion hy first
defining "accidental" in terms of the unexpectedness
of the occurrence producing the injury. 'fhi.; does not
advance the analysis of the problem because it attempts to define the word "accidental" by reference
to another word (unexpectedness) which is at the
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same level of abstraction. I doubt that all unexpected
OCClll'l'CllCCS from which an injury flow" would ut' com,
monly understood as "accidental." I cannot prove that
this is so because there is no empirical data indicating
how the term "accidental" isuscd and understood in
common parlance.
The adjudicated cases demonstrate that the
courts, at least, do not agree on what is embraced
within the "accidental" category. The confusion
springs in large part from the differences in opinion
as to what constitutes an "unexpected" event or occurrence, Whether an event leading up to an injury is
to be regarded as unexpected or expected will depend
upon the frequency with which events of that kind
commonly occur in similar situations. If the event is
reasonably foreseeable, it is not an accidental event
that the injury ensuing is not an injury by accidental
means, adopting the formula allowing recovery only if
the cause is accidental.
In the present case the unexpected events relied upon by the majority are the absence of the axe,
the failure of the foreman to take plaintiff to a warm"
ing shack, and the absence of a car with a heater during lunchtime. All these, it may be conceded, were
unexpected events, but the question is whether they
are the type of unexpected events which would charactcrize them as accidental according to the common
understanding of that term. Personally, I do not know
what that understanding might be. It does not strike
me as unusual that the axe and the car with a heater
were not at the work site, or that plaintiff's transportation was delayed. It would seem that if these events
were "accidental means," then almost any circumstance
can be transformed into an accident within the meaning of an accident insurance policy.
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Thus, I would assume that the court would hold
that if the insured suf'Icred a irostbit« injur. !,(>('ailsu
the temperature dropped below that which ho anticipated, or if he f'ailr-d to dress warmly enough, or was
exposed to the cold for alonger period than anticipated
the injury would result from accidental means,
I do not say that the injury suffered hy plain.
tiff was not accidental; I simply say that I do not
know and I do not think that the majority of the
court stands in any better position,
I concnr in the result on the ground that when
an insurance contract contains an ambiguous term
which we have no way of resolving, the insurance contract is to be constrned against the insurer.
I wonld add that I do not think that the distinction between accidental means and accidental results
is workable and, therefore, I feel that we should abolish
it. See the dissent by Cardozo, J., in Lalli/res" 1'.
Phoenix Mut. L. Ins. Co" 291 US 491, 54 S Ct 4(]1, 4(;4,
78 L Ed 934, 938 (1934); Note, Insurance-Accidental
Means v, Accidental Death, or 'I'wecdlcdum v,
Tweedjedee, 46 N C L Rev 178 (1967); Note, 3G Ind
L J 376 (1961). I recognize that even though the distinction is abolished the problem of drawing till' line
between injuries that arc accidental and tl""c that
arc not still remains. But unless insurers wo r«] their
policies more clearly they will have to bear the 1111n1ens
arising from their own ambiguities. Ultimatolv, of
course, these burdens will be shifted to the purchasers
of insurance in the form of higher premiums.
HOLMAN,

J., concurs in this opinion.
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